
 
 

 

Special Sale / Limited Quantities - Order Worksheet 
Order by phone and get A Free Case of Contra Costa Zinfandel for every 3 Cases ordered! 
Or, you may book a tasting to try these wines first. Either way, Call Now: 970-484-9813. 

Mix -or- Match - Your Choice / Any Combination of Bottles 
(NOTE: Less than case quantities bottle price is $17.95/per bottle. Availability subject to change.) 

          

LIBRARY REDS @ $149/per case* (that’s 30% off the $17.95/per bottle price) 
          
Blend 1  –  32 cases   -   Sonoma Pinot Noir / Mendocino Syrah         # Cases ________     # Bottles ________ 

Classic medium-bodied Pinot with delicate spice of pepper and dark fruit. Ready to drink and enjoy for light 
meats… plus if you are ever wanting to enjoy red wine with seafood, this primarily Pinot Noir does it. Delicate 
enough to not overtake your seafood yet hearty enough to satisfy even the most tough-to-please red wine lover. 

          
Blend 2  –  36 cases   - Mendoza Malbec / Alex. Valley Cabernet      # Cases ________     # Bottles ________ 

Alluring, medium-bodied round flavors that have hints of chocolate making this a red wine that can be 
consumed outside of a meal with creamy cheese like a Danish Havarti or Gouda. But, can be as easily enjoyed 
with a full meal... or all by itself - a truly superb pairing with great friends and great conversation. 

          
Blend 3  –  28 cases   -   Alex./Suison/Napa Cabernet / Mendo. Syrah # Cases ________     # Bottles ________ 

This is truly for a seasoned palate... this wine has a level of sophistication that can torture or titillate your 
palate as it is very, very dry and austere. Yet deep beneath its initial flavors there is a hidden layer of licorice 
that makes this wine have all the makings of a fine Bordeaux/Rhone-style red. Truly a red wine lover’s wine. 

          
Blend 4  –  22 cases   - Plum ridge Cabernet Sauvignon*           # Cases ________     # Bottles ________ 

(*NOTE: Blend #4 @ $199/case). Classic Hilltop Sonoma Cabernet... The palate has ripe depth with dark 
fruit flavor, well-integrated oak, and soft tannins. The long and flavorful finish provides a hint of black cherry 
fruit and subtle oak. Relax and enjoy with or without food... one of those contemplation inducing wines! 

          
Blend 5  –  38 cases   - Italian Merlot / Mendocino Syrah          # Cases ________     # Bottles ________ 

Great blend of the bright crisp style Merlot from the Veneto of Italy layered with the supple Syrah that gives 
length and fullness to give a full rich wine from start to finish. Tannins are very soft and supple. Great with 
Gruyere cheese and lean meats like veal or pork loin. 

          
Blend 6  –  42 cases   - Sierra Cab. / Contra Costa Zin. / Mendo. Syrah # Cases _______     # Bottles _______ 

A lusciously attractive cuvee’ not at all heavy... and with a rich, elegant-mouth feel. Yet the flavors are 
enormously complex, suggesting wild blackberries from the Cabernet, black cherries from the Zinfandel, with 
a hint of savory supple chocolate notes that is the gift from the Syrah. 

          

LIBRARY WHITES @ $149/per case (that’s 30% off the $17.95/per bottle price) 
          
Blend 7  –  26 cases   - Columbia Gorge Chardonnay / Viognier        # Cases ________     # Bottles ________ 

This is cool climate Chardonnay at its best. This Chardonnay has been blended with the very floral Viognier 
that is fermented without the malolactic process which gives flavors of crisp red apple leading into light 
tropical fruit – citrus and pineapple. This wine is lush, with an underpinning of mineral and stone. 

          
Blend 8  –  13 cases   - Dry Creek Chardonnay / Viognier          # Cases ________     # Bottles ________ 

This wine exemplifies the traditional Burgundian style Chardonnay. Very good minerality followed by the 
slight buttery finish which is the hallmark of great Chardonnay. Great with Salmon all the way to Halibut then 
Lobster dishes and will also stand up to the traditional Turkey and Ham fare coming up this holiday season. 
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